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Short communications

ON CYCLIC CONJUGATION OF THE MEMBERS OF THE PYRENEIPEROPYRENE
SERIES AND THEIR FORMALLY n-LOCALIZED DERIVATIVES

Ivan Gutman, Zeljko Tomovic

Faculty of Science, University of Krag uje vac,

P.G.Box 60, YU-34000 Kragujevac, FR Yugoslavia

In the pyrene/peropyrene homologous series cyclic conjugation is found to follow a pattern different from what
the classical Kekule-structure-based theories would predict. In the derivatives of these benzenoid systems, in which
the It-electrons formally belong to localized double bonds, the Kekule-structure-based picture is fully violated.
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INTRODUCTION

A significant part of the current theory of
benzenoid molecules [1-5] is based on the exami-
nation of their Kekule structures. It is nowadays
accepted as a firmly established fact that the over-
all aromaticity of a benzenoid hydrocarbon (meas-
ured via its resonance energy) is proportional to its
Kekule structure count [6-8]. Further, the aro-
maticity of an individual ring in a benzenoid hy-
drocarbon is proportional to the number of conju-
gated circuits (pertaining to that ring), contained in
the Kekule structures [9-12]. Another way to as-
sess local aromaticity in benzenoid molecules is
via Clar aromatic sextet theory [13-15], which -
again- is based on Kekule structures [16].

Any of the mentioned approaches would pre-
dict that a domain in a benzenoid molecule in
which the double bonds are (formally) localized, is
devoid of cyclic conjugation of the n-electrons and
is therefore non-aromatic. Under formally localized
is meant that in all Kekule structures certain double
bonds have a fixed position. In what follows we
shall refer to such systems asformally JT-localized.

Some time ago a molecular-orbital method
was developed [17] for the calculation of the effect
of individual cycles in polycyclic conjugated
molecules on the total JT-electronenergy. This
method is not based on the Kekule-structure para-

digm, and may therefore be used for a non-biased
testing of the validity of conclusions drawn by
means of the Kekule-structure-based approaches.

In the vast majority of cases examined (see,
for instance, [15, 17-19] and the references cited
therein), the agreement between the results ob-
tained by the classical (Kekule-structure-based and
Clar-theory-based) methods and our method is re-
markably good, providing thus an independent jus-
tification of the former. However, there exist cer-
tain benzenoid molecules for which the two ap-
proaches significantly disagree, indicating that the
Kekule picture of these molecules is inadequate.

These exceptional benzenoid systems are of
interest not only from a theoretician's point of
view, but are of potential value for applications in
electronics (as conductors, semiconductors, photo-
emitters and similar). We are currently undertaking
a detailed study thereof. In this paper we report
some novel results obtained along these lines.

We examined cyclic conjugation in the
homologous series PII of which the first few
members are pyrene (n = 1), peropyrene (n = 2),
teropyrene (n =3), quateropyrene (n =4), ... , see
Fig. 1. The first few members of this series are
known compounds [1] and their physico-chemical
properties are typical for aromatic benzenoid
hydrocarbons: low chemical reactivity, high
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low chemical reactivity, high thermodynamic sta-
bility, insensitivity to air, heat and light [1]. This
behavior is consistent with a large Kekule structure
count: P" has 2.3" Kekule structures [20]. Also the
energy-effects due to cyclic conjugation in P" can
be described as usual for benzenoid molecules.

The reason for studying cyclic conjugation in
the benzenoid molecules P'" n = 1, 2, ..., is their
following peculiar topological property: In these
molecules there are two sites (tentatively denoted
as "top", t, and "bottom", b, see diagram I in Fig.
1). By pertinently modifying P" in positions t and b
the resulting 1t-electron system becomes formally
1t-Iocalized, i.e. has a single Kekule structure.
Various such modifications are possible, some de-
picted in Fig. 2.

We found that, provided n is sufficiently large
(n 2':3), the intensity of cyclic conjugation in P"
and in its formally 1t-Iocalizedderivatives is nearly
equal. This finding is contradictory to what one
would expect from the large number of Kekule
structures of P" and a single Kekule structure of its

formally 7Z'-localizedderivative. Details are given
in the subsequent sections.

2

n

b

I la

Fig. 1. The homologous series of benzenoid molecules studied
in this work; diagram I depicts the structure of Pna benzenoid
system with 3n + I hexagons; in diagram la the labeling of the

hexagons of PIlis indicated

0

0

11 IVIII V

Fig. 2. Various formally 1Z'-localizedderivatives of PIl

Bull. Chem. Technol. Macedonia, 20, 1,33-37 (2000)
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CYCLIC CONJUGATION IN PEROPYRENES

The effect that a particular cycle Z has on the
total JT-electronenergy of a polycyclic conjugated
molecule is calculated by means of the formula
[17] (see also [21])

200

I

cjJ(G,ix)

I

dX

ef(G,Z) = JT bIn cjJ(G,ix)+ 2cjJ(G-Z,ix)
(1)

where G - Z is the subgraph obtained by deleting Z

from the molecular graph G and where cjJstands for
the respective characteristic polynomial. As usual
in this field of theoretical chemistry, the ef-values,

as defined by means of eq. (1), are expressed in the
units of the carbon-carbon resonance integral f3 of
the Hilckel molecular orbital theory [22]. The
resonance integral f3 is negative. Consequently,

positive values of ef imply thermodynamic stabili-
zation. The greater is ef(G, Z), the greater is the
intensity of cyclic conjugation in the cycle Z.

Characteristic values of ef are +0.2726 for
benzene, +0.1211 and +0.0709 for the 6- and 10-

membered cycles in naphthalene, -0.0017, -0.0109,
+0.1467 for the 5-, 7- and lO-membered cycles in
azulene, and -1.2257 for cyclobutadiene [17].

In column I of Table 1 are given the ef-values
of all (symmetry non-equivalent) six-membered
rings of the first few members of the pyrene/pero-
pyrene series [23]. From these data it is seen that,
with the exception of the rings At and An+h the
contribution of all hexagons to total JT-electronen-
ergy is roughly the same, Le. all hexagons have
roughly the same extent of cyclic conjugation.
Thus the intensity of cyclic conjugation of the JT-
electrons is nearly equal in all parts of the mole-
cule PI1,except that it is stronger in its peaks
(hexagons Al and An+l)' Such a behavior,
characteristic for aromatic molecules, is usually
rationalized by the large number (= 2 .3n) of
Kekule structures of PI1'

[Jlac. xeM. TeXIIOJl. MaKel101l1lja, 20, 1, 33-37 (2001)

Table 1

The energy-effects, calculated by means of eq. (1)
and expressed in f3-units, of the six-membered rings

of the first six members of the pyrene/peropyrene
series as well as of various formally JT-localized de-
rivatives thereof(cf Figs. 1 and 2) [23J; the label-
ing of the rings is indicated in diagram la in Fig. 1

System Cycle

PI

Pz

P3

P4

Ps

Al

BI

0.1063

0.0528

0.0528

0.1032

.0595

0.0595

0.0423

0.1021

0.0611

0.0611

0.0404

0.0678

0.0678

0.1017

0.0618

0.0618

0.0397

0.0700

0.0700

0.0382

0.0438

0.0438

0.0579

0.0579

0.0358

0.0616
0.0616
0.0378

0.0692

0.0692

0.0632
0.0632

0.0386
0.0713
0.0713
0.0373

0.0639

0.0639

0.0388
0.0723

0.0723
0.0371
0.0728

P6

Al

BI

Cl

Al

BI

Cl

Az

Bz

Al

BI

Cl

Az

Bz

Cz

Al

BI

Cl

Az

Bz

Cz

A3

B3

0.1014
0.0621
0.0621

0.0393
0.0709

0.0709
0.0374
0.0724
0.0724

0.1013
0.0623

0.0623
0.0391

0.0714
0.0714

0.0370
0.0735

0.0735
0.0365

0.0642

0.0642
0.0388

0.0729

0.0729
0.0369
0.0737
0.0737
0.0364

II HI

0.0551
0.0493

0.0493

0.0599
0.0591
0.0591

0.0392

0.0620
0.0615
0.0615
0.0392

0.0685
0.0685

0.0626
0.0625
0.0625

0.0392
0.0705
0.0705
0.0378

IV

0.0530
0.0706

0.0454

0.0548
0.0718
0.0553

0.0397

0.0555
0.0726
0.0576
0.0391

0.0720
0.0669

0.0557
0.0732
0.0584

0.0388
0.0728

0.0696
0.0376

0.0557

0.0736
0.0588

0.0386

0.0734
0.0706
0.0370
0.0736
0.0724

0.0556

0.0738
0.0590

0.0384
0.0738
0.0712

0.0367

0.0743
0.0736
0.0363

V

0.0536
0.0560

0.0560

0.0550

0.0687
0.0573

0.0399

0.0556
0.0718
0.0581
0.0391

0.0693
0.0693

0.0557

0.0730
0.0586
0.0388
0.0721
0.0701
0.0376

0.0557

0.0735
0.0589
0.0386

0.0732
0.0708
0.0370
0.0730
0.0730

0.0556

0.0738
0.0590

0.0384
0.0738
0.0712

0.0367

0.0741
0.0737

0.0363

A3

B3

C3

A4

0.0628

0.0630
0.0630

0.0391

0.0715
0.0715
0.0373
0.0726

0.0726

0.0629

0.0632
0.0632

0.0390
0.0720
0.0720

0.0369

0.0736
0.0736
0.0365
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CYCLIC CONJUGATION IN THE FORM ALL Y 7l'-LOCALIZED DERIV ATIVES OF PEROPYRENES

In columns II-V of Table 1 are given the ef-
values of all (symmetry non-equivalent) six-
membered rings of the formally 7l'-localized do-
mains of the derivatives of Pn depicted in Fig. 2.
Based on the fact that these all have a single Ke-
kule structural formula (indicated in Fig. 2), one
would expect that all the 7l'-electrons are confined
in localized double bonds and that the intensity of
cyclic conjugation is either very small or nil. The
results obtained by means of eq. (1) show that this
is far from reality. Some decrease of ef-values of
the hexagons of the systems II- V is found only for
11=1 and, to a lesser degree, for 11=2. For 11~ 3 the

intensity of cyclic conjugation in the derivatives
II-V is practically the same as in the parent com-
pound I. (This, of course, does not apply to the
hexagons Ai and An+lon which the sites t and bare
located, where the perturbation of the 7l'-electron
system of Pn is maximal.)

We also see that the cyclic conjugation in the
formally 7l'-localized derivatives of Pn (for n ~ 3) is

almost independent of the kind of chemical modi-
fication of the sites t and b. This suggests that cy-
clic conjugation (at least in benzenoid molecules,
and at least as measured by the energy-effects, eq.
(1) is primarily determined by local (short-range),
rather than by global (long-range) structural de-
tails.

The anonymous referee of this paper pointed
out that according to his semiempirical (AMI) cal-
culations, some double-bond localization was
found in the parent compound I. In ring B (or C)
the external longitudinal bond was always found to
be double, whereas the central bond (joining the
rings B and C) was always single. In the molecule I
the rings A are aromatic. The longitudinal bonds in
II- V are double, and the other bonds single. In the
referee's opinion it is amazing that these rings con-
tribute to the energy of the molecules in a similar
extent in all the structures. We share the referee's

opinion: one of the reasons for publishing this pa-
per was just to communicate these (from the clas-
sical point of view) unusual findings.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The example studied in this paper shows that
cyclic conjugation may be quite intense also in
benzenoid systems with a single 'K.ekule structure.
In our example, when the perturbed sites t and b
were sufficiently far from each other (when n ~ 3),
the intensity of cyclic conjugation was found to be
insensitive of the perturbation and, consequently,
insensitive of the Kekule structure count.

It is not our intention to claim that Kekule

structures are not important for the understanding
and quantifying the 7l'-electron properties of benze-
noid molecules and that a big part of the existing
theory of benzenoid molecules needs to be revisited.

However, we wish to point out that there exist ex-
ceptional ("pathological") cases, in which the clas-
sical picture, based on Kekule structures, needs to
be applied with due caution. In other words, there
exist benzenoid systems in which the dominant
modes of cyclic conjugation cannot be described
by classical arguments. The formally 7l'-localized
derivatives of the members of the pyrene/pero-
pyrene series may serve as an example for such an
exceptional behavior.

Acknowledgements. The authors thank the anony-
mous referee for useful comments.
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Pe3HMe

3A IJ;I1KJIHqHATA KOHJyrAQHJA HA qJIEHOBHTE HA HH3ATA nHPEWUEPOnHPEH
H HHBHH AEPHBATH CO 1t-EJIEKTPOHH KOH f1)OPMAJIHO nPHnAtAAT

HA JIOKAJIH3HP AHH ABOJHH BPCKH

MBall rYTMall, /KeJLKO TOMOBUIi

flPUpOOHO-JWtTteMalUII'IKU £/JaKymUetTl, YHl16ep3ut7letTl y KpazyjeBu,y,

a. £/Jax 60, YU-34000 KpazyjeBau" CP JyzOC/laBuja

KJIY'IIIU 36opOBU: I.\llKnl1'-IHa KOHjyraI(llja; 6eH3eHollAHll jarneBoAopoAll; KeKyncoBll CTPYKTypll;

eHepreTCKll e<peKT Ha I.\llKnll'IHaTa KOHjyraI.\llja

Bo XOMonorHaTa cepllja IIllpeH/nepOIIllpeH e HajAe-
HOAeKa I.\llKnll'IHaTa KOHjyraI.\llja ce OAHecYBapa3mPIHO
OA OHa liITO ro npeABllAYBa Knacll'IHaTa Teopllja 3acHO-
BaHa Ha KeKyneoBllTe CTPYKTypll. Bo AepllBaTllTe Ha

fJlac. xeM. TeXHOJl. MaKeJlOHllja, 20,1,33-37 (2001)

OBlle 6eH3eHollAHll cllcTeMll, BO KOll 7r-eneKTpoIlllTe <pop-

ManHO llM npllnafaaT Ha nOKanll311paHllTe ABOjHll BpCKll,

cnllKaTa 3aCHOBaHa Ha KeKyneoBllTe CTPYKTypll e nOT-

nonHO HapyrneHa.


